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Instruction on Button Form Clasp with Lock Washer
The Button Form Clasp with Lock Washer (Stk# FCB95/S and FCB95/L) can be used with all our button form
sizes and styles (Stk# FCB24 to FCB100, FCA24 to FCA60) to easily fasten tab-top draperies without sewing.
It holds tabs firmly in place. It has many creative uses whenever pinning a button form onto fabric is needed.
Step 1. Lay the nail on the
table, put the button back on
top of the nail and push the
button back all the way
down (see Fig 1).

Step 2. Put the lock washer on
top of the nail and push it all the
way down with a small plier (see
Fig 2). The protruding side of the
washer has to face up.
Fig 2

Fig 1

Step 3. Take the
wire out of the
button with a
plier (see Fig 3).

Step 4. C o v e r t h e
buttons with your
choice of fabric and
engage the fabric onto
the teeth (see Fig 4).
Fig 4

Fig 3

Step 5. Press and
snap the button
and button back
together tightly
(see Fig 5).
Fig 5

Step 6.Use a tailor’s awl
(stk#WW32) to make a hole
at the fabric button position,
and push the nail through
the hole (see Fig. 6).
Step 7. Slide the nail
clasp onto the nail and
it will lock on the nail
securely (Fig 7).

Fig 6

Fig 7

Note 1: FCB95/L has a longer shank (3/4”)
with 5 notches. You can cut it between the
notches so the shank length will best
accomodate the fabric thickness.
Note 2: For FCA24 to FCA60 buttons, you
need to remove wire loop and insert the nail
in one of the two holes on the button back.
Follow steps 1 and 2 to lock the nail on the
button back. Now you can make FCA button
form as usual.
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